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Introduction
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1. What is a Part VII transfer?

2. Why are people doing them?

a) lawyer’s perspective (Matthew Griffith)

b) commercial perspective (James Dickerson)

3. How do you do them?

a) lawyer’s perspective (Neil Brown)

b) independent expert’s perspective (Jonathan Broughton)



1. What is a Part VII Transfer?
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Statutory method of transferring  

insurance business between  

insurers
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Part VII of FSMA

Mandatory (for in scope transfers)

Protects  

policyholders  

via PRA/FCA,  

Independent  

Expert &  

Court  

approval

What is a Part VII transfer?

Part VII of Financial Services and  

Markets Act 2000



2. Why are people doing Part VII Transfers?

a) a lawyer’s perspective
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Main uses of Part VII transfers
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1. Intra-group Reorganisations

• Simplification, capital/regulatory efficiency, cost

• Brexit

– PRA “Dear CEO” letter April 2017

– Hard Brexit / transitional arrangements

2. M&A / transactional

• Buying and selling portfolios of business

• Legacy market



2. Why are people doing Part VII Transfers?

b) a commercial perspective
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Commercial drivers for the Disposer

Disposer

Exit a  
market or  
business  

line

Dispose of  
non-core  
business

Improve  
capital  

position

Simplify  
group  

structure

Support  
wider M&A  

strategy

Take  
advantage  
of market  
dynamic

Solvency II
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Compelling commercial

opportunities

Re-deploy trapped capital  

& management expertise



Commercial drivers for the Acquirer

Acquirer

Create  
centre of  

excellence

Enter a  
new  

market

Enter new  
business  

line

Increase  
liabilities  

under  
mgmt.

Diversify  
risk

Increase  
investable  

assets

Provide fuel for business  

operations
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Leverage expertise to

enhance profit flows



Other key strategic considerations
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• Reputational risk

• Capital impact

• Implementation and opportunity cost

• Management time and business disruption

• Implications to employees and BAU operations

• Competitive behaviour

• Alternative options – RI placement for capital relief



Example transactions

Aegon

Rothesay  

Life

RSA

Enstar

• Facilitate change to company strategy

• Exit market / product line

• Increase focus on core business

• Facilitate capital re-deployment

• Increase market share • Leverage legacy portfolio  

management expertise

AXA

Riverstone
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• Proactively manage legacy business

• Focus on core business and products

• Leverage legacy portfolio  

management expertise



3. How do you do a Part VII transfer?

a) a lawyer’s perspective
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The process is governed by …
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• Part VII FSMA 2000 (s.104 to 117, and Schedule 12)

• FSMA 2000 (Control of Business Transfers) (Requirements on Applicants)  

Regs 2001

• FCA Handbook – SUP 18

• PRA’s approach to insurance business transfers (Statement of Policy) – April  

2015

• FCA Guidance Consultation (GC17/5) – May 2017

• Case law



Jurisdictional test
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• Section 105 of FSMA

• Transferee must carry on transferred business from an EEA State

• Transferor must:

– be a “UK authorised person” (i.e. incorporated in the UK and authorised in the UK) and  

carrying on business in one or more EU member states; or

– be an EEA Firm carrying on reinsurance business in the in the UK

– be neither a UK or EEA Firm, but authorised to carry on the transferring business in the UK

• Channel Islands parrallel schemes



Power of the Court
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• Transfer must be sanctioned by the Court

• “Statutory magic”

• Policyholder consent not required … but they can object

• Outwards reinsurance can be transferred



Key workstreams
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• Regulatory approval (PRA will lead, supported by FCA)

• Actuarial / independent expert report

• EEA regulator notifications / consents

– since 1 Jan 2016, “location of risk” test changed to where “the contract was concluded”

• Policyholder (and other) communications

• Witness statements



Timeline

Applicant agrees  

timetable with  

Court

Claim form  

issued seeking  

the transfer

Advertisements  

and notices sent

Documents in  

near final form to  

PRA (FCA)

Transfer  

effective

Directions  

Hearing

Directions:  
Advertisements  

Notices to  

policyholders  

previously  

approved by  

PRA/FCA

Waivers

Other regulators  

notified

Commence  

conferring with  

PRA (FCA)

IE

Comms plan

Sanction  

Hearing

Witness  

statement with  

company  

documents, the  

terms of the  

scheme and IE's  

report etc

Judge orders the  

transfer of the  

business and  

relevant assets,  

including  

outwards  

reinsurance  

cover

At least six weeks 
Three months for other

regulators to object

At least six weeks  
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Communications Approach
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• Regulation 3.2(b) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Control of Business Transfers)  

(Requirements on Applicants) Regulations 2001

• Starting point: notice of the transfer must be

– “sent to every policyholder of the parties”

– “sent to every reinsurer…whose contracts of reinsurance…are to be transferred”

• FCA guidance goes wider: SUP 18.2.57E – “anyone with an interest in the policies being transferred”

• Waiver, on terms set out in Communications Approach document

• Why?

– Incomplete records

– Cost

• Difficulty of transferring a “live” business



Re Aviva International Insurance Ltd [2011]  
EWHC 1901 (Norris J)
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1. Impossibility of contacting policyholders

2. Practicality of contacting policyholders

3. Utility of contacting policyholders

4. Availability of other information channels

5. Proportionality of strict compliance

6. Impact on collateral commercial concerns

7. The object of the transfer itself and its likely effect on policyholders



Communications Tools
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• Direct mailing

– De-duplicating

– Updates for “gone aways”

– Email and/or text message?

• Indirect mailing (brokers and distribution partners)

• Advertising

– Formal

– Informal

– Targetted

• Website

• Scheme helpline?



Key documents
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• Timetable

• Communications Approach Document

• Policyholder circular and notices to reinsurers

• Press ads

• Reports (Independent Expert & PRA/FCA)

• Actuarial report (for long-term business)

• Witness statements

• Scheme Document

• Court Order

• Business transfer agreement and reinsurance agreement (see later slides)



M&A / transactional Part VIIs
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• Reinsurance followed by Part VII

– Transfers economic risk though reinsurance pending Part VII

– Part VII occurs some time later - transfers direct liability

– Reinsurance falls away

• A share deal is all or nothing

– Part VII enables part of an insurance business to be sold

• Cherry picking

– Acquire the liabilities you want

– Not the skeletons in the cupboard



Deal Documents (1)
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• Framework Agreement / Business Transfer Agreement

– Price

– Warranties

– Our watch / your watch indemnity

– Additional capital requirements

– Incentivising the purchaser to complete the Part VII

– VAT clearance

– TUPE



Deal Documents (2)
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• Claims handing / administration agreement

• Transitional Services Agreement

• Reinsurance agreement

• Security deed / collateral account



3. How do you do a Part VII transfer?

b) an Independent Expert’s perspective
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Policyholders from the IE’s perspective

SELLER

A B C

BUYER

D E F

BEFORE

B

BUYER

TRANSFER
TRANSFERRING

SELLER

A C

REMAINING
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D E F

EXISTING



Considerations of the Independent Expert
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• Part VII Transfer does not have material and adverse effect on:

– Transferring policyholders

– Existing policyholders

– Remaining policyholders

– Qualitative aspects

– Reinsurers

• Review and consider:

– Accounts and reinsurance wordings

– Best estimate reserves – extent of reliance on others?

– Variability – use of Solvency II outputs (internal models, standard formula, ORSA)

– Capital Cover Ratio – how capitalised relative to SCR; under, adequate, well, strongly



A + B may not equal C
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Q&A
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